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An extension of the recently introduced SrzednickiWo jcik method for detecting
chaotic dynamics in periodically forced ordinary differential equations is presented.
As an application of the method we construct a topological model for the planar
equation
z$=(1+ei}t |z| 2) z , z # C (1)
and we show by a continuation argument that the symbolic dynamics on three
symbols for the topological model continues to Eq. (1) for 0<}0.495.  2000
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [SW] (compare [W]) a new method for the detection of chaos in
dynamical systems generated by time-periodic non-autonomous differential
equations was introduced. By chaos we mean the existence of a compact
invariant set such that the Poincare map is semiconjugate to the shift on
k symbols for some k2 and the counterimage by the semiconjugacy of
any periodic point in the shift contains a periodic point of the Poincare
map (comp. [GH], [Wi]). The method presented in [SW] is based on the
Waz* ewski Retract Theorem (see [C]) and the Lefschetz Fixed Point
Theorem (see [D]). In order to apply this method we have to show the
existence, in the extended phase space, of periodic isolating segments. The
basic property of the periodic isolating segment is that at any point on the
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boundary of the segment the vector field is directed either outward or
inward with respect to the segment (compare the notion of the isolating
block in the Conley index theory). Actually, in all practical applications the
segments are manifolds with corners. It was first observed by Roman
Srzednicki in [S1], that the fixed point index of the Poincare map inside
the segment is equal to the Lefschetz number of the homeomorphism h
given by the segment.
In this paper we show that a more complete description of the dynamics
may be obtained by adapting the results of [Z1] (see also [Z2]) to the
context of [SW]. Our modification is based on the continuation theorem
(Theorem 10) similar in spirit to Theorem 2.2 in [Z1] and a construction
of the topological model map. This continuation result enables us to dig
deeper into the structure of the set of periodic solutions than does the
Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem used originally by Srzednicki and Wo jcik
in [SW]. As a result we are able to show that there exists a symbolic
dynamics on three symbols for the planar system of differential equations
(written using complex numbers)
z$=(1+ei}t |z| 2) z , for 0<}0.495 (2)
In [SW] it was shown that the above equation has symbolic dynamics on
two symbols for the parameter range 0<}1288.
Compared to [SW] we add two new ingredients: the continuation
Theorem 10 and a topological model for Eq. (2). Our continuation theorem
allows us to prove that the dynamics of the topological model continues to
that of Eq. (2). This is a rare phenomenon in the theory of dynamical
systems. Usually one cannot claim rigorously that the dynamics of the
model reflects that of the system under consideration. This is for example
the case for the famous Lorenz attractor (see for example [GH]).
Now, the reader may wonder how special is Eq. (2) and the method of
isolating periodic segments developed in [SW] and in the present paper.
Indeed Eq. (2) is a very special one, but the method of isolating periodic
segments, especially the continuation Theorem 10, is general and can be
applied to various other situations.
Some work in this direction has been done by [W, W1], where other
periodically forced ordinary differential equations leading to similar isolat-
ing segment configurations are considered. Different configurations of
isolating segments leading to Smale horseshoes for Poincare maps have
been proposed by Srzednicki in [S2, S3].
The underlying idea behind the method presented is topological hyper-
bolicity, which can be explained as follows. Consider for a moment a flow
.t induced by the vector field v. Hyperbolicity of the flow means that there
is an invariant set for which there exists a splitting of the tangent space into
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the direction of the vector field into stable and unstable components
invariant under application of D.t , such that we have uniform expansion
in the unstable direction and contraction in the stable direction. From
these assumptions one deduces a lot of interesting properties for ., like the
existence of symbolic dynamics, sensitive dependence on initial conditions
etc. (see for example [GH]). The problem with hyperbolicity is that it is
often very hard to verify it in the context of a concrete differential equation.
The most frequently applied methods detect transversal intersection of the
stable and unstable manifolds, which is sufficient to detect the existence of
Smale’s horseshoes. Some of these methods (based on ideas of Melnikov
and Silnikov mainly) are described in detail in [GH, Wi].
In the method presented here we construct some special sets, namely
periodic isolating segments and we investigate the direction of the vector
field v on the boundary of an isolating segment. If our picture of v on the
boundary of a periodic isolating segment is apparently realisable by the
hyperbolic vector field then we can apply our method to obtain the exist-
ence of periodic points. Using this kind of reasoning we are unable to say
anything about the sensitive dependence of solutions on initial conditions.
Hence our results are weaker than results based on hyperbolicity, but the
assumptions of the presented method are also much easier to verify.
Section 2 contains a definition of periodic isolating segment for a semi-
process. This definition is an adaptation of the definition from [S1], [SW]
to the semiprocess context. Section 3 contains the description of Srzednicki
and Wo jcik’s method and our modification of it. Section 4 contains the
basic continuation resultTheorem 10. In Section 6 we construct a model
semiprocess for isolating segments obtained for Eq. (2) in [SW] and we
compute explicitly various fixed point indices. This together with continua-
tion Theorem 10 gives the symbolic dynamics on three symbols for Eq. (2).
It should be stressed that we have a good reason to state our definitions
and the continuation Theorem 10 for semiprocesses: a Poincare map of our
model T-periodic semiprocess constructed in Section 6 is 1-dimensional,
hence it is not invertible. This fact (one-dimensionality of this map) enables
us to calculate the various fixed point indices of interest.
2. SEMIPROCESSES AND PERIODIC ISOLATING SEGMENTS
Some notation: R+=[0, ), \ euclidian distance function, B(Z, $) a
ball of size $ around the set Z, ind(F, D)fixed point index of map F
relatively to the set D (see [D]).
We start with introducing the notion of a local semiprocess which for-
malizes the notion of a continuous family of local forward trajectories in an
extended phase-space.
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Definition 1. Assume that X is a topological space and . : D  X is a
continuous mapping, D/R_R+ _X is an open set. We will denote by
.(_, t) the function .(_, t, } ).
. is called a local semiprocess if the following conditions are satisfied
(S1) \_ # R, x # X : [t # R+ : (_, x, t) # D] is an interval,
(S2) \_ # R : .(_, 0)=idX
(S3) \_ # R, \s, t # R+ : .(_, s+t)=.(_+s, t) b .(_, s) .
If D=R_R+ _X, we call . a (global ) semiprocess. If T is a positive
number such that
(S4) \_, t # R+ : .(_+T, t)=.(_, t)
we call . a T-periodic local semiprocess.
A local semiprocess . on X determines a local semiflow 8 on R_X by
the formula
8t(_, x)=(_+t, .(_, t)(x)). (3)
In the sequel we will often call the first coordinate in the extended phase
space R_X a time.
Let . be a T-periodic local semiprocess and let 8 be a local semiflow
associated to .. It follows by (S1) and (S2) that for every z=(_, x) # R_X
there is an 0<|z+ such that (_, t, x) # D if and only if 0t<|z . Let
x # X, _ # R, then a left solution through z=(_, x) is a continuous map
v : (a, 0]  R_X for some a # [&, 0) such that:
(I) v(0)=z,
(II) for all t # (a, 0] and s>0 with s+t0 it follows that s<|v(t)
and 8s(v(t))=v(t+s).
If a=& then we call v a full left solution. We can extend a left solution
through z onto (a, 0] _ [0, |z) by setting v(t)=8t((_, x)) for 0t<|z ,
to obtain a solution through z. If a=& and |z=+, v is called a full
solution.
Remark 1. The differential equation
x* = f (t, x) (4)
such that f is regular enough to guarantee the uniqueness for the solutions
of the Cauchy problems associated to (4) generates a local process as
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follows: for x(t0 , x0 ; } ) the solution of (4) such that x(t0 , x0 ; t0)=x0 we
put
.(t0 , {)(x0)=x(t0 , x0 ; t0+{).
If f is T-periodic with respect to t then . is a T-periodic local process. In
order to determine all T-periodic solutions of Eq. (4) it suffices to look for
fixed points of .(0, T ) (called the Poincare map).
2.1. Construction of Semiprocess via Continuous Coordinate Changes
Now, we describe another method of constructing semiprocesses.
Suppose that we have a continuous map C : R_Rd  Rd. We will use the
notation Ct to denote the map C(t, } ). We will call Ct the change of coor-
dinates map. Suppose that Ct is a homeomorphism for every t and the map
C&1t (x) is a continuous function of (t, x). Let us fix a _0 # R, such that
C_0=id.
Suppose that we have a dynamical system . : R_Rd  Rd.
We set
R_=C_ b ._&_0 (5)
We define a new semiprocess 6(C, _0 , .) (in fact this is a process)
6(C, _0 , .) (_, t) (x)=C_+t b ._+t&_0 b R
&1
_ (x) (6)
Geometrically the semiprocess 6(C, _0 , .) can be described as follows. We
have a family of trajectories in the extended phase space given by
t [ (t, Ct b .t&_0(x0)). We take all trajectories of . and then we change
coordinates on every fiber [t]_Rd. From our assumptions it follows that
through every point in the extended phase space pass exactly one trajectory
from this family. On this we build our semiprocess. For a given point (_, x)
in the extended phase space (_0 , R&1_ (x)) is a point on the distinguished
fiber [_0]_Rd from which we move according to . for time _+t&_0 and
then we change coordinates by applying C_+t .
Proposition 2.3. 6(C, _0 , .) is a global semiprocess.
Proof. We have to check only conditions (S2) and (S3). From
equations (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain
6(C, _0 , .) (_, 0)=C_ b ._&_0 b R
&1
_ =R_ b R
&1
_ =id. (7)
Hence (S2) is satisfied.
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6(C, _0 , .) (_+s, t) b 6(C, _0 , .) (_, s)
=C_+s+t b ._+s+t&_0 b R
&1
_+s b C_+s b ._+s&_0 b R
&1
_
=C_+s+t b ._+s+t&_0 b [R
&1
_+s b C_+s b ._+s&_0] b R
&1
_
=C_+s+t b ._+s+t&_0 b R
&1
_
=6(C, _0 , .) (_, s+t)
Hence (S3) is also satisfied. K
2.2. Concatenation of Semiprocesses
Let T>0 be a real number and .j : R_R+ _X  X for j=0, ..., n&1 be
a family of global T-periodic semiprocesses. Let us fix real numbers
0=t0t1t2tn&1tn=T. We construct now T-periodic concatenation
of .j over time intervals [t j , tj+1] denoted by 0([(.j , t j)] j=0, ..., n&1 , T). To
make the notation less cumbersome in the sequel we will omit the
parameters of 0.
First we extend finite sequences tj and .j to infinite ones periodically as
follows tkn+ j=kT+t j , .kn+ j=.j for k # Z, j=0, 1, ..., n&1.
Let us choose _, t # R and t0. We have to define 0(_, t)(x). Observe
that there exist integers s, p such that ts&1_ts and tp_+ttp+1 .
We have two cases either s&1= p or s&1<p.
In the first case (i.e. s&1= p) we set
0(_, t)=.s&1(_, t)
When s&1<p we have
_+t=_+(ts&_)+(ts+1&ts)+ } } } +(tp&tp&1)+(_+t&tp) (8)
We set
0(_, t)(x)=.p, (tp , _+t&tp) b .p&1, (tp&1 , tp&tp&1) b } } }
b .s, (ts , ts+1&ts) b .s&1, (_, ts&_)(x)
This construction can be explained as follows. Let us think about a
trajectory in the extended phase space. We start to move forward according
to .s&1 , then at time ts we switch semiprocesses and we move according
to .s up to time ts+1 and we continue to switch semiprocesses to .k when
the time coordinate is equal to tk . During this switching of semiprocesses
first argument (denoted _) is always taken modulo T. From this descrip-
tion it follows clearly that 0 is well defined, continuous and satisfies
conditions (S1), (S2), (S3), (S4) from Definition 1 (we leave the proof to
the reader).
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Hence we have
Proposition 3. 0 is a global T-periodic semiprocess.
2.3. Periodic Isolating Segments
We use the following notation: by ?1 : R_X  R and ?2 : R_X  X we
denote the projections and for a subset Z/R_X and t # R we put
Zt=[x # X : (t, x) # Z].
Now we are going to state the definition of the basic object in this paper,
a T-periodic isolating segment, which is a modification of the notion of a
periodic isolating segment over [0, T] in [SW]. Notice that a T-periodic
isolating segment is a T-periodic isolating block in the sense of [S1] and
a T-periodic isolating segment can be easily obtained by gluing translated
copies of a periodic isolating segment over [0, T].
Definition 2. We will say that a set Z/R_X is T-periodic, iff
ZnT+t=Zt for every n # N and t # R.
Definition 3. Let (W, W &)/R_X be a pair of subsets. We call W a
T-periodic isolating segment for the T-periodic global semiprocess . if:
(i) W, W & are T-periodic
(ii) (W, W &) & ([0, T]_X ) is a pair of compact sets
(iii) for every _ # R, x # W_ there exists $>0 such that for all
t # (0, $) .(_, t)(x)  W_+t or .(_, t)(x) # intW_+t ,
(iv)
W &=[(_, x) # W : _$>0 \t # (0, $) . (_, t)(x)  W_+t],
W + :=cl (W"W &)
(v) for all z # W + and all v : (a, 0]  R_X a left solution through
z there is ab<0 such that for all t # (b, 0) v(t)  W
(vi) there exists ’>0 such that for all x # W & there exists t>0 such
that for all { # (0, t] 8{(x)  W and \(8t(x), W )>’.
Roughly speaking, W & and W + are sections for the semiflows, through
which trajectories leave and enter the segment W, respectively.
Recall that a topological space is an ENR iff it is homeomorphic with a
retract of an open set in some Euclidean space.
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Definition 4. Let (W, W &)/R_X be a pair of subsets. We call W a
T-periodic regular isolating segment for the T-periodic global semiprocess .
if W is a T-periodic isolating segment for . and the following conditions
hold
(ii’) (W, W &) & ([0, T]_X ) is a pair of compact ENR’s
(vii) there exists a T-periodic homeomorphism
h : R_(W0 , W &0 )  (W, W
&)
such that ?1=?1 b h.
The notion of a T-periodic regular isolating segment is a modification to
the semiprocesse context of the notion of a T-periodic isolating segment
over [0, T] in [SW].
Lemma 4. Let (W, W &) be an isolating segment. There =>0 such that
for every x # W & if for some t>0 8t(x) # W then t>=.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Hence there exist the sequence xn # W &
and 0<tn<1n for n # N such that 8tn(xn) # W.
Since W & is T-periodic we can assume that the sequence xn  y.
Obviously y # W &.
Observe that from (vi) it follows that there exists the sequence t$n such
that
0<t$n<tn , \(8t$n(xn), W )>’ (9)
Obviously 8t$n  y. We have
\( y, W )’>0 (10)
But y # W, hence we obtained a contradiction. K
Definition 5. For the periodic isolating segment W we define exit time
function {W, .
{W, . : W0 % x [ sup[t0 : \s # [0, t] .(0, s, x) # W ] # [0, ]
By the Waz* ewski Retract Theorem the map {W, . is continuous (compare
[C]).
Definition 6. Let W0 be a periodic isolating segment for . and
x # W0 . Let C/W &. We will say that x leaves W at the time t through C,
iff t={W, .(x) and .(0, x, t) # C.
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3. CHAOTIC EQUATION
We start this section with the description of the geometric method intro-
duced in [SW]. Let W/R_X be a T-periodic regular isolating segment
for a given T-periodic process ..
Following [SW] we define a homeomorphism
h : (W0 , W &0 )  (WT , W
&
T )=(W0 , W
&
0 )
by h (x)=?2(h(T, ?2 h&1(0, x))) for x # W0 . Geometrically, h moves a point
x # W0 to WT=W0 along the arc h([0, T]_[?2 h&1(0, x)]). A different
choice of the homeomorphism h in (ii) leads to a map which is homotopic
to h (compare [S1]), hence the automorphism
+W=h *: H(W0 , W
&
0 )  H(W0 , W
&
0 )
induced by h in singular homology, is an invariant of the segment W.
Recall that its Lefschetz number is defined as
Lef(+W)= :

n=0
(&1)n tr h
*n
.
In particular, if +W=idH(W0 , W0&) then Lef(+W) is equal to the Euler charac-
teristic /(W0 , W &0 ).
Let 7k=[0, 1, ..., k&1]Z and _ : 7k  7k be the shift map.
Definition 7. We say that a T-periodic semiprocess . is 7k -chaotic if
there exists a compact set I/M invariant with respect to the Poincare map
.(0, T, } ) and a continuous surjective map g : I  7k such that:
( j) _ b g= g b .(0, T, } ), i.e. .(0, T, } ) is semiconjugate to the shift
map _ : 7k  7k in the set I,
( jj) for every n-periodic sequence s # 7k its counterimage g&1(s)
contains at least one n-periodic point of .(0, T, } ).
We will say that equation x$= f (t, x) (with f T-periodic with respect to t)
is chaotic if the local process generated by it is chaotic.
It follows in particular that a 7k -chaotic equation, for every l # N, has a
periodic solution with the basic period lT and the topological entropy of
.(0, T ) is positive.
Remark 5. Since I is compact and the set of periodic points is dense in
7k , condition ( jj) implies that the semiconjugacy g must be a surjection.
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The following theorem was proved in [SW, Theorem 2]
Theorem 6. Let U, W be two T-periodic regular isolating segments for
the equation
x$= f (t, x) (11)
where f is T-periodic with respect to the time variable. Assume that
(a) U/W, U0=W0 , U&0 =W
&
0
(b) +U=idH(W0 , W0&)=+
2
W
(c) Lef(+W){/(U0 , U &0 )
Then Eq. (11) is 72 -chaotic.
In [SW] the authors applied Theorem 6 to the following planar
nonautonomous equation of the variable z # C
z$=(1+ei}t |z| 2) z (12)
for some } # R. The right-hand side of Eq. (12) is 2?}-periodic. They
proved the following theorem [SW, Theorem 3]
Theorem 7. Equation (12) in 72 -chaotic, provided 0<}1288.
The aim of this paper is the following
Theorem 8. Equation (12) is 73 -chaotic, provided 0<}0.495.
Now, we describe the main idea of proofs of Theorems 7 and 8. In [SW]
the authors constructed two periodic regular isolating segments U and W
satisfying assumptions of Theorem 6. In Section 6 we described what the
segments look like.
The symbolic dynamics is obtained in Theorem 7 as follows. Let us set
T :=2?}. Let
IW :=[x # W0 | .(0, t, x) # W, for t # R] (13)
The semiconjugacy map g : IW  72 is given by
g(x) l :={0,1,
if .(0, (lT, (l+1) T ), x)/U
otherwise
(14)
From this definition it follows that we have g(x) l=1, when a trajectory of
x # IW leaves a small segment U in a moment between lT and (l+1) T.
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For the Proof of theorem 8 we need to find a way to introduce another
symbol. We do it as follows: when a trajectory of x # IW leaves U it has to
do that through one of two components of U&=U&1 _ U +1, so we can
define a semiconjugacy g3 : IW  73 by
0, if .(0, (lT, (l+1) T ), x)/U
g3(x) l :={1, if .(0, lT, x) leaves U in time less than T through U&12, if .(0, lT, x) leaves U in time less than T through U+1
(15)
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof that the map g3 is a
semiconjugacy required for Theorem 8.
4. CONTINUATION THEOREM
Let . : R_R+_Rd  Rd be a T-periodic global semiprocess.
Let U, W be two T-periodic isolating segments for .. Assume that
U/W, U0=W0 , U &0 =W
&
0 (16)
Let
U&= .
K
l=1
E(U ) l (17)
be a decomposition of the exit set U& into disjoint union of closed
T-periodic sets E(U ) l . In the next section we will use the decomposition
into connected components.
Observe that
\(E(U ) l , E(U ) j)>0, when l{ j (18)
Let
IW (.) :=[x # W0 | .(0, t, x) # W, for t # R+] (19)
For n # N and :=(:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1) # [0, 1, ..., K]n and D/W0 , we define
D:(.) as a set of points fulfilling the following conditions
.(0, lT, x) # D, for l=0, ..., n (20)
(t, .(0, t, x)) # int W, for t # (0, nT ) (21)
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if :l=0, then (t, .(lT, t, x)) # int U for t # (0, T) (22)
if :l>0, then .(0, lT, x) leaves U in time
less than T through E(U ):l (23)
Lemma 9. If D is open, then D:(.) is open. If D is closed, then D:(.)
is closed.
Proof. Suppose first that D is open. From the continuity of .(0, lT, } )
and .(lT, t, } ) it follows that conditions (2022) define an open subset of
D. It remains to show that (23) holds for an open subset of D. Suppose
that x # D is such that (20) and (23) hold. Since .(0, lT, x) # int U0 , then
the exit time t=tU, .(.(0, lT, x)) belongs to the open segment (0, T ). From
the continuity of the exit time function it follows that
tU, .(.(0, lT, y)) # (0, T ).
for y sufficiently close to x. Hence the function
y [ (tU, .(.(0, lT, y)), .(tU, .(.(0, lT, y), lT, y)) # U & (24)
is continuous. Observe that each set E(U )s is open in U &, hence all points
sufficiently close to x are mapped by this function into the same component
E(U ):l .
Now suppose that D is closed. D/W0 . Suppose that xn  x and
xn # D:(.). We have to show that conditions (2023) hold for x. Condition
(20) is obvious. Suppose that (21) does not hold for x, then for some
t # (0, nT ) we have (t, .(0, t, x))  W. But from the continuity of .(0, t, } )
it follows that (t, .(0, t, xn))  W for all but a finite number of the xn ’s.
This however contradicts (21) for xn . The proof of (227) is analogous.
It remains to show (23). Since for all n .(0, (l+1) T, xn) # D/W0 it
follows that the exit times of .(0, lT, xn) are less than T&=, where = is
obtained from Lemma 4 applied to segment (U, U&). From this and (vi)
for segment (U, U&) it follows that .(0, lT, x) leaves U before time T.
Suppose now that x does leave U through E(U )s , where s{:l , but then
the trajectories of all points sufficiently close to x, will remain near the
trajectory of x, hence all but finite number of .(0, lT, xn)’s will leave U
through E(U )s , which contradicts our assumption. Hence (23) holds
for x. K
Let us define
Im(D, ., {)=[.(0, {, x) | x # D, .(0, t, x) # W for 0t{] (25)
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Suppose now that we have the continuous family of semiprocesses
H : [0, 1]_R_R+ _Rd  Rd. We will use the notation H* for the map
with the first parameter fixed, H*(t0 , {, x)=H(*, t0 , {, x). Let 8* be a
semiflow generated by the semiprocess H* .
The main theorem in this section is the following (comp. [Z1,
Theorem 2.2])
Theorem 10. Let H* be continuous family of T-periodic semiprocesses
and there exists U, W&T-periodic isolating segments for semiprocess H* for
every * # [0, 1], such that (16) holds.
Assume that condition (vi) holds uniformly for all H* * # [0, 1] and isolating
segments (W, W&) and (U, U&). By this we mean the following statement:
There exists ’>0 such that for every * # [0, 1] and for every x # W&
(x # U&) there exists t>0 such that for 0<{t holds 8{(x)  W and
\(8t(x), W )>’ (resp. 8{(x)  U and \(8t(x), U )>’).
Then for every n>0 and :=(:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1) # [0, 1, ..., K]n the fixed
point indices ind(H*(0, nT ), (int W0): (H*)) are well defined and equal
(i.e. do not depend on *).
Before we prove this theorem we first show the following
Lemma 11. Under hypotheses of Theorem 10 there exists $>0 such that
for every * # [0, 1] holds
Im(W0 , H* , T) & B(W +0 , $)=< (26)
every point from B(W &0 , $) & W0 leaves W in timer {<T (27)
Proof. Let S=[x # W0 : {W, H*(x)T ]. It is easy to check that S is
compact and
Im(W0 , H* , T )=H*(0, T, S).
If z # H*(0, T, S) then z has a left trajectory contained in W, so by condition (v)
from Definition 3 it follows
H*(0, T, S) & W +0 =<,
hence \(H*(0, T, S), W +0 )>0 and inf* # [0, 1] \(H*(0, T, S), W
+
0 )>0.
For the proof of (27) let us consider a continuous function
G : [0, 1]_W0 % (*, x)  {W, H*(x) # [0, +].
Since for all * # [0, 1] and x # W &0 G(*, x)=0, it follows by the standard
argument based on compactness of [0, 1] and W &0 that there is an open
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neighborhood V of W &0 such that for all (*, x) # [0, 1]_V G(*, x)<T2.
This completes the proof. K
Proof of Theorem 10. The proof below is an adaptation of the proof of
the continuation Theorem 2.2 from [Z1].
Let us choose ;>0 such that
;<’, and ;<dist(E(U ) l , E(U ) j), for l{ j (28)
Let us take $ obtained from Lemma 11. By eventually decreasing $ we
can assume that
;2>$ (29)
Let us define
D :=W0 "B(W0 , $), C :=W0"B(W0 , $2) (30)
The sets D and C are open and
B(D, $2)/C, B(C, $2)/int W0 (31)
Let *0 # [0, 1]. There exists a set 4 open in [0, 1], *0 # 4, such that for
every *1 , *2 # 4
\(H*1(0, t, x), H*2(0, t, x))$2, for 0tnT, x # W0 (32)
We show now the following
Lemma 12.
D:(H*)/C:(H*0)/(int W0): (H*), for * # 4 (33)
Proof. We will show only the inclusion D:(H*)/C:(H*0). The proof
for the second one is analogous.
Let x # D:(H*). From (20) we have H*(0, lT, x) # D for l=0, ..., n. Hence
by (31)(32) we obtain immediately that
H*0(0, lT, x) # C, for l=0, ..., n
To prove (21) for the semiprocess H*0 we suppose that it is not fulfilled.
x leaves W in time less than nT, so we know that it has to move away from
W to a distance greater than ; before it enters W again (it must do it
before nT from just proved (20)). Hence there exists t<nT such that
\(H*0(0, t, x), W ); (34)
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hence from Eq. (32) and (29) it follows that
\(H*(0, t, x), W )>;&$2>0 (35)
This is in a contradiction with the assumption that x does not leave W in
time less than nT for the semiprocess H* .
The proof of (22) is analogous, one has to replace W by U in the above
reasoning.
It remains to show (23) for the semiprocess H*0 . Suppose that
H*(0, lT, x) leaves U in time less than T. Repeating the reasoning which led
to a contradiction in the proof of (21) we see that H*0(0, lT, x) leaves U in
time less than T.
It is enough to show that both points H*0(0, lT, x)) and H*(0, lT, x))
leave U through the same set E(U )k .
Let us define the exit times t* , t*0 by
t*={U, H*(H*(0, lT, x)) (36)
t*0={U, H*0(H*0(0, lT, x)) (37)
Without loss of generality we can assume that
t*t*0 (38)
We have an s # [1, ..., K]
8*lT+t*(x) # E(U )s , (39)
and we have to show that
8*0lT+t* 0
(x) # E(U )s (40)
From the assumption of our theorem concerning ’ and since $<’ it
follows that there exists t$>0 such that
8*lT+t*+t(x)  U, for t # (0, t$] (41)
8*lT+t*+t(x) # B(E(U )s , $2), for t # (0, t$) (42)
\(8*lT+t*+t$(x), U )=$2 (43)
From conditions (43) and (32) we see
8*0lT+t*+t$(x)  U (44)
hence
t*t*0<t*+t$ (45)
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From conditions (45), (42), and (32) it follows that
8*0lT+t*0
(x) # B(E(U )s , $)/B(E(U )s , ;2) (46)
This and (28) imply (40).
This finishes the proof of (33). K
We continue the proof of Theorem 10. We show now that
H*(0, nT, x){x, for x # W0, :(H*)"D:(H*) (47)
Let us take x # W0, :(H*)"D:(H*). For some l0 # [0, 1, ..., n] H*(0, l0T, x) #
W0"D. From definitions of $ and D it follows that one of the following
conditions holds
H*(0, l0T, x) # B(W +0 , $) & W0
H*(0, l0T, x) # B(W &0 , $) & W0
In the first case, by Lemma 11, H*(0, l0T, x)  Im(W0 , H* , T), hence x
cannot be a periodic point having an entire trajectory in W.
In the second case by Lemma 11 H*(0, l0 T, x) leaves W in time less than
T, so x cannot be a periodic point having an entire trajectory in W. This
finishes the proof of (47).
From Lemma 12 it follows that for *, *0 # 4 all sets
D:(H*), C:(H*), C:(H*0), W0:(H*)/W0:(H*)"D:(H*).
So from (47) we see that the fixed point index for the maps H*(0, nT, } )
relative to sets D:(H*), C:(H*), C:(H*0), (int W0): (H*) [D, Chapt. VII.5]
is well defined.
From the excision property of the fixed point index [D, Chapt. VII,
Theorem 5.4], (47) and Lemma 12 we conclude that
ind(H*(0, nT, } ), D:(H*))=ind(H*(0, nT, } ), C:(H*0))
=ind(H*(0, nT, } ), (int W0): (H*)), \* # 4.
(48)
Substituting * :=*0 we derive
ind(H*0(0, nT, } ), D:(H*0))=ind(H*0(0, nT, } ), C:(H*0)) (49)
From Lemma 12 and (47) it follows that
\* # 4 \x # C:(H*0) H*(0, nT, x){x
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So from the homotopy invariance of the fixed point index [D, Chapt. VII,
Theorem 5.8] we obtain
ind(H*(0, nT, } ), C:(H*0))=ind(H*0(0, nT, } ), C:(H*0)) \* # 4. (50)
From (48), (49), (50) we conclude
ind(H*(0, nT, } ), D:(H*))=ind(H*0(0, nT, } ), D:(H*0)) \* # 4. (51)
From (51) we see that ind(H*(0, nT, } ), D:(H*)) is locally constant. Hence
ind(H0(0, nT, } ), D:(H0))=ind(H1(0, nT, } ), D:(H1)).
And finally it follows from (48) that
ind(H0(0, nT, } ), (int W0): (H0))=ind(H1(0, nT, } ), (int W0): (H1)).
This finishes the proof. K
5. ISOLATING SEGMENTS FOR .
In this section we present a construction of U, W 2?}-periodic isolating
segments for Eq. (2). This is essentially the same construction as in [SW],
but we introduce improvements which lead to better estimates for a chaotic
parameter range.
We start with the description of U and W. W (the big segment) is a
twisted prism with a square base centered at origin, with the side of the
length 2R. Its cross-sections Wt will be obtained by a rotating base with
the angular velocity }2 over the t-interval [0, 2?}]. The segment U is a
regular square-based prism with broadening ends. Its cross-sections Ut
corresponding to t near the center of the interval have the side of the length
2r and they are broadened to the length 2R when t approaches to 0 or
2?}. The exit sets W &0 =U
&
0 consist of two components. The monodromy
map h works as follows: on U (the small segment) it is an identity map, on
W it is a rotation by the angle ?.
Let R>r, 2 be real positive numbers. We will specify the precise values
later.
In this section we will use two coordinate systems in the extended phase
space R_R2. The first one will be a standard one, the second one is given
by the following coordinate change
zr=xr+iyr=exp(&it}2) z. (52)
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In the sequel we will use subscript r to indicate that we use this coordinate
frame. We will call these coordinates rotating coordinates.
We have
dzr
dt
=|zr | 2 zr &i}zr 2+exp(&i}t) zr (53)
In real coordinates we have
dxr
dt
=(x2r + y
2
r ) xr+}yr 2+xr cos(}t)& yr sin(}t) (54)
dyr
dt
=&(x2r + y
2
r ) yr&}xr 2&xr sin(}t)& yr cos(}t) (55)
5.1. Segment (W, W&)
We define the isolating segment (W, W&)
W=[(t, z) # R_C | |Re(exp(&it}2) z)|R, |Im(exp(&it}2) z)|R]
W&=[(t, z) # W | |Re(exp(&it}2) z)|=R]
W+=[(t, z) # W | |Im(exp(&it}2) z)|=R]
In rotating coordinates we have
W=[(t, xr , yr) | |xr |R, | yr |R] (56)
W&=[(t, xr , yr) | |xr |=R, | yr |R] (57)
W+=[(t, xr , yr) | |xr |R, | yr |=R] (58)
Lemma 13. Assume (R2&1) R2>(12+}4)2, then
d |xr |
dt
>0 when |xr |R (59)
d | yr |
dt
<0 when | yr |R (60)
In particular (W, W&) is an isolating segment.
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Proof. From the symmetry of Eq. (2) it follows that it is enough to
prove the following
dxr
dt
>0, for xrR (61)
dyr
dt
<0, for yrR (62)
Let us fix xr>0. Observe that from (54) it follows that
dxr
dt
(x2r + y
2
r ) xr&} | yr |2&xr&| yr |
=(x2r + y
2
r &1) xr&(}2+1) | yr | (63)
For fixed yr>0 we obtain from Eq. (55)
dyr
dt
 &(x2r + y
2
r ) yr+} |xr |2+|xr |+ yr
=&[(x2r + y
2
r &1) yr&(}2+1) |xr |] (64)
Hence to prove (61) and (62) it is enough to show that the function
f ( y) :=y2x&(1+}2) y+(x2&1) x (65)
where x, } are fixed and positive, is positive for y0. Observe that f has
a minimum value for ym :=(1+}2)2x. We have
f ( y) f ( ym)=&
(1+}2)2
4x
+(x2&1) x (66)
Hence we have an inequality
f ( y)>0, for (x2&1) x2>(12+}4)2 K (67)
5.2. Segment (U, U&)
We set
|=
R&r
2
(68)
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Let s : R  R be a T-periodic function such that
s(t)=R&|t, for t # [0, 2]
s(t)=r, for t # [2, T&2] (69)
s(t)=R&|(T&t), for t # [T&2, T]
We define
U=[(t, x, y) | (x, y) # [&s(t), s(t)]2] (70)
U&=[(t, x, y) # U | |x|=s(t)] (71)
U+=[(t, x, y) # U | | y|=s(t)] (72)
Lemma 5.2. For (x, y) # (&1234, 1234)2 the following inequalities hold
dx
dt
>0, when x>0, | y||x| (73)
dx
dt
<0, when x<0, | y||x| (74)
dy
dt
<0, when y>0, |x|| y| (75)
dy
dt
>0, when y<0, |x|| y| (76)
Proof. From the symmetry of Eq. (2) it follows that it is enough to
prove only (73) and (75).
To show inequality (73) we fix x>0. Assume that cos(}t)0 then for
y # [&x, x] we have
dx
dt
=x+(x2+ y2)(x cos(}t)+ y sin(}t))
x+x3 cos(}t)&2x3 |sin(}t)|
x+x3 min
: # [&?2, ?2]
(cos(:)&2 |sin(:)| )
=x&2x3>x&232x3
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When cos(}t)0 we have
dx
dt
=x+(x2+ y2)(x cos(}t)+ y sin(}t))
x+(2x2)(x cos(}t)&x |sin(}t)| )
x+x32 min
: # [?2, 3?2]
(cos(:)&|sin(:)| )
=x&232x3
To obtain inequality (75) we fix y>0. Assume first that cos(}t)0. We
have
dy
dt
=&y+(x2+ y2)(x sin(}t)& y cos(}t))
 & y+2y3 |sin(}t)|& y3 cos(}t)
=&( y+ y3(cos(}t)&2 |sin(}t)| )
 &( y&2y3)<&( y&232y3)
For cos(}t)0 we have
dy
dt
=&y+(x2+ y2)(x sin(}t)& y cos(}t))
 & y+(2y2)( y |sin(}t)|& y cos(}t))
=&( y+2y3(cos(}t)&|sin(}t)| )
 &( y&232y3)
To complete the proof observe that x&232x3 is positive when
0<x<1234. K
Observe that the above lemma guarantees that if r<1234 then the
boundary of Ut for t # [2, T&2] is built from local sections of the flow
and the Lyapunov functions for those sections are just coordinate
functions.
Let us define
%=arc sin \ 1- 5+ (77)
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Lemma 15.
%<?2 (78)
cos(:)&2 sin(:)>0, for : # [0, %) (79)
cos(%)&2 sin(%)=0 (80)
Lemma 16. Assume }2% and |<r. Then
d(x&s(t))
dt
>0, for (t, x, y) # U&, x>0,
t # [0, 2] _ [T&2, T] (81)
d(x+s(t))
dt
<0, for (t, x, y) # U&, x<0,
t # [0, 2] _ [T&2, T] (82)
d( y&s(t))
dt
<0, for (t, x, y) # U+, y>0,
t # [0, 2] _ [T&2, T] (83)
d( y+s(t))
dt
>0, for (t, x, y) # U+, y<0,
t # [0, 2] _ [T&2, T] (84)
Proof. We will show the lemma for t # [0, 2]. The proof for
t # [T&2, T] is analogous and leads to exactly the same conditions on
2, |, R, r.
From the symmetry of Eq. (2) it follows that it is enough to prove (81)
and (83).
For fixed x>0 and y # [&x, x] we have
d(x&s(t))
dt
=x+(x2+ y2)(x cos(}t)+ y sin(}t))+|
|+x+x3 cos(}t)&2x3 sin(}t)
=|+x+x3(cos(}t)&2 sin(}t))
|+x>0
This proves (81).
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For fixed y>0 and x # [&y, y] we have
d( y&s(t))
dt
=&y+(x2+ y2)(x sin(}t)& y cos(}t))+|
|& y+2y3 sin(}t)& y3 cos(}t)
=|& y& y3(cos(}t)&2 sin(}t))
|& y
|&r<0
This proves (83). K
Hence from the above lemma it follows that t # [0, 2] _ [T&2, T]
boundaries of Ut are sections.
So we have proved the following
Lemma 17. Assume that
r<
1
234
(85)
|=
R&r
2
<r (86)
}2<arc sin \ 1- 5+ (87)
then (U, U&) is an isolating segment for ,.
Lemma 18. Assume that
2}(sin(}22)+cos(}22))<2 \1& rR+ (88)
r - 2<R (89)
then U/W
Proof. Is is easy to see that (89) guarantees that Ut /Wt for
t # [2, T&2].
We will show that for t # (0, 2] _ [T&2, T) we have
xm(t)= min
z # Wt
&
|x(z)|>s(t) (90)
ym(t)= min
z # Wt
+
| y(z)|>s(t) (91)
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Observe that those inequalities imply that
Ut=[&s(t), s(t)]2/[&xm(t), xm(t)]_[&ym(t), ym(t)]/Wt ,
for t # [0, 2) _ (T&2, T]
Observe that ym(t)=xm(t), hence it is enough to show (90) only. We will
show it for t # (0, 2], the proof for t # [T&2, T ) is analogous.
Since
xm(t)=R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2)) (92)
We have to prove the following inequality
R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2))>R&|t, for t # (0, 2] (93)
For t=0 we have equality in (93), hence it is enough to show that the
derivative of the left-hand side is greater than derivative of the right hand
side. So we need to show that
R
}
2
(&sin(}t2)&cos(}t2))>&| (94)
Above inequality is equivalent to the following one
}
2
(sin(}t2)+cos(}t2))<
|
R
=
1
2 \1&
r
R+ (95)
which can be rewritten as
2}(sin(}t2)+cos(}t2))<2 \1& rR+ (96)
This inequality is implied by (88) for t # (0, 2]. K
5.3. Solution of Inequalities Required for U/W
It follows from Lemmas 13, 17, and 18 that to show that U/W and that
(U, U&), (W, W&) are isolating segments, we have to solve the following
set of inequalities
(R2&1) R2>(12+}4)2 (97)
r<
1
234
(98)
|=
R&r
2
<r (99)
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}2<arc sin \ 1- 5+ (100)
2}(sin(}22)+cos(}22))<2 \1& rR+ (101)
r - 2<R (102)
It is easy to check that (97) is fulfilled for
R1.15, }12 (103)
It is easy to check that 1234>0.5946. We set
r=0.5946, R=1.15 (104)
Observe that (102) holds for these values of r and R. Hence the set of
inequalities (97)(102) is reduced to the following one
}12 (105)
2>
R&r
r
<0.935 (106)
}2<arc sin \ 1- 5+>0.463 (107)
2}(sin(}22)+cos(}22))<2 \1& rR+ (108)
We set 2=0.935. Then from (108) we obtain
}
0.463
0.935
>0.495 (109)
We set
}0.495 (110)
It remains to show that (108) is satisfied. We have
2}(sin(}22)+cos(}22))0.935 } 0.495 } - 2<0.7<2 } 0.482
<2 \1& rR+ (111)
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Observe that (vi) holds for . and segments (W, W&), (U, U &) is
fulfilled, because the exit sets W& and U & are given as level sets for
functions locally increasing along the process .. Hence we have the following
Lemma 19. Assume } # (0, 0.495], then for R=1.15, r=0.5946,
2=0.935 U/W and the pairs (U, U &) and (W, W&) are periodic isolating
segments for ..
6. MODEL MAP
In this section we construct a model semiprocess .M, a suitable
homotopy connecting semiprocesses . and .M and finally we prove
Theorem 8.
Let }, r, R and 2 are as in Lemma 19. Let s(t), U and W be as in Section 5.
Let U +1, U &1 two connected components of U &, right (x>0) and left
(x<0) respectively.
The proof of Theorem 8 is based on the following
Theorem 20. There exists a semiprocess .M such that there are disjoint
closed segments J&1=[&b, &a], J0=[&c, c], J1=[a, b], J l /(&R, R)
for l=&1, 0, 1 and continuous function f : J&1 _ J0 _ J+1  [&R, R]
such that
Z :=[ p # W0 | .M(0, t, p) # W, t # [0, T]]
=[J&1 _ J0 _ J1]_[&R, R] (112)
Z0 :=[ p # W0 | .M(0, t, p) # U, t # [0, T]]
=J0_[&R, R] (113)
Zl :=[ p # Z | p leaves U through U l in time T ]
=J l_[&R, R], for l=&1, 1 (114)
.M(0, T, (x, y))=( f (x), 0), where (x, y) # Z (115)
f (&x)=&f (x), f (c)=R, f (a)=R, f (b)=&R. (116)
The pairs (U, U &) and (W, W&) are periodic isolating segments for .M.
Consider the family of T-periodic semiprocesses for * # [0, 1]
H*=0([(.M, 0), (., *T )], T ).
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Then for every * # [0, 1] H* is a semiprocess, (U, U &) and (W, W &) are
periodic isolating segments and condition (vi) holds uniformly (see Theorem
10 for precise meaning of this statement).
Proof. We will construct our model semiprocess from a few pieces, i.e.
as concatenation defined in Section 2.2. We will construct it using the coor-
dinates with a subscript M, i.e. a point (t, x, y) in the extended phase-space
will be represented by (t, xM(t, x, y), yM(t, x, y)). We will specify the
precise form of this change of coordinate later, as it is a part of the con-
struction, but we assume that xM , yM are T-periodic in t and
xM(0, x, y)=x, yM(0, x, y)= y. This means that at time t=kT, for k # Z
coordinates (xM , yM) are equal to standard coordinates (x, y) in which .,
(W, W&) and (U, U &) are expressed.
Let =>0 and 0<t1=2<t2<t3<t4=T&2<T=2?} be such that
R&=>- 2r+= (117)
t1>
R&r
r
(118)
t4&t3>ln
R
- 2 r
(119)
T&t4>
R&r
r
(120)
We will describe these pieces which build one period as follows:
v D Decreasing of segment U, for time in [0, t1]
v C A collapse of trajectories, for time in [t1 , t2]
v O Rotation of segment W, for time in [t2 , t3]
v C A collapse of trajectories, for time in [t3 , t4]
v D Increasing of segment U, for time in [t4 , T]
This means that our model semiprocess will be given by
.M=0([(D, 0), (C, t1), (O, t2), (C, t3), (D, t4)], T )
During this construction we preserve the symmetry (x, y) [ (&x, &y)
which is also present in Eq. (12).
Let us define the sets
Z(t)=[ p | .M(0, s, p) # W for st] (121)
Z0(t)=[ p | .M(0, s, p) # U for st] (122)
Zl (t)=[ p | x # Z(t), p leaves U through Ul in timet] (123)
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It is easy to see that Z(T )=Z, Z0(T )=Z0 and Zl (T )=Zl for l=&1, 1.
Let us remark that
Z0(t)/Z0({), for t{ (124)
but analogous inclusion does not hold for sets Z1 . In fact this happens for
the model semiprocess constructed below. We have
Z1(t) & Z1({)=<, when t is small and { is close to T
We will present now details of this construction
1. Decreasing of U. For 0tt1 we define semiprocess D as the
one induced by equations
x$M=xM , y$M=&yM (125)
So
D(_, t, (xM , yM))=(etxM , e&tyM) (126)
We set
Wt=[&R, R]2, W &t =[&R, R]_[&R, R]
Ut= [&s(t), s(t)]2, U &t =[&s(t), s(t)]_[&s(t), s(t)]
It is easy to check that from (118) it follows that (U, U &) is an isolating
segment for t # [0, t1]
We obtain
Z(t1)=[&e&t1R, e&t1R]_[&R, R] (127)
.M(0, t1 , Z(t1))=[&R, R]_[&e&t1R, e&t1R] (128)
Z0(t1)=[&e&t1r, e&t1r]_[&R, R] (129)
Z+1(t1)=[e&t1r, e&t1R]_[&R, R] (130)
At time t1 our segments are
Wt1=[&R, R]
2, W &t1 =[&R, R]_[&R, R]
Ut1=[&r, r]
2, U &t1 =[&r, r]_[&r, r]
2. Collapse. For t1tt2 we set Wt=[&R, R]2, Ut=[&r, r]2. Let
L>2 - Rt2&t1 . The semiprocess C is induced by the following equations
x$M=xM , y$M=&L sgn ( yM) - | yM | (131)
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Observe that the above system of equations does not have a uniqueness
property. We have the nonuniqueness when yM=0, but we can still define
a continuous semiprocess (in fact a semidynamical system) as follows for
t0 and _, _+t # [t1 , t2]
C(_, t, (xM , yM))
={(e
txM , sgn ( yM)(&Lt2+- | yM | )2),
(etxM , 0),
t2 - | yM |L
t2 - | yM |L
From the assumption about L it follows that
Z(t2)=[&e&t2R, e&t2R]_[&R, R] (132)
.M(0, t2 , (xM , yM))=(et2xM , 0), for (xM , yM) # Z(t2) (133)
.M(0, t2 , Z(t2))=[&R, R]_[0] (134)
Z0(t2)=[&e&t2r, e&t2r]_[&R, R] (135)
Z+1(t2)=[e&t2r, e&t2R]_[&R, R] (136)
Observe that the image of Z(t2) after time t2 is one dimensional.
3. Rotation of W. Here time is in [t2 , t3].
Let h : R+  R+ be given by
h(s)={
0, for s- 2 r+=
?, for sR&=
?
2
+arc sin \ 2(s&- 2 r&=)(R&=)&(- 2r+=)&1+ , otherwise
Observe that h is strictly increasing on [- 2 r+=, R&=].
Let + : R  R be a T-periodic continuous function such that the following
conditions hold
+(t)=0, for 0tt2
+(t)=
t&t2
t3&t2
, for t2tt3
We define
|(t, xM , yM)=+(t) h(- x2M+ y2M ) (137)
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FIG. 1. Angle 0.
Consider the following t dependent change of coordinates
Ct(xM , yM)=_cos(|(t, xM , yM)) xM&sin(|(t, xM , yM)) yMsin(|(t, xM , yM)) xM+cos(|(t, xM , yM)) yM& (138)
Observe that Ct2=id and C
&1
t (xM) depend continuously on t and xM .
It is clear from the definition that Ct is equal to the identity map on
[&r&=, r+=]2 and it is linear rotation on and outside a circle of the
radius R&=.
Let ; be a dynamical system induced by equations
x$M=xM , y$M=&yM . (139)
We set (see Subsection 2.1 for definition of 6)
O=6(C, t2 , ;) (140)
We have
O(t2 , t, (xM , yM))
=_cos(|(t, e
txM , e&tyM)) etxM&sin(|(t, etxM , e&tyM)) e&tyM
sin(|(t, etxM , e&tyM)) etxM+cos(|(t, etxM , e&tyM)) e&tyM&
From the above description it follows that W and U defined below are
isolating segments.
Wt=Ct([&R, R]2), W &t =Ct([&R, R]_[&R, R])
Ut=[&r, r]2, U &t =[&r, r]_[&r, r]
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FIG. 2. Angle ?4.
Figures 15 show what happens during this evolution for times corre-
sponding to the rotation of the big segment by multiples of ?4 (this the
rotating rectangle on pictures). The fixed small square represents a set
[&r, r]2 which is equal to Ut for t # [t1 , t4]. By the solid line we marked
the image of Z(t2), by gray lines and arrows we indicated the flow lines of
the vector field at given time (these are not trajectories of our process!!).
FIG. 3. Angle ?2.
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FIG. 4. Angle 3?4.
It is easy to see that
Z(t3)=[&e&t3R, e&t3R]_[&R, R] (141)
.M(0, t3 , (xM , yM))=(cos(h(et3 |xM | )) et3xM , sin(h(et3 |xM | )) et3xM),
(142)
(xM , yM) # Z(t2)
Z0(t3)=[&e&t3r, e&t3r]_[&R, R] (143)
.M(0, t3 , (xM , yM))=(et3xM , 0), (xM , yM) # Z0(t3) (144)
Z+1(t3)=[e&t3r, e&t3R]_[&R, R] (145)
For the next stages of the construction we need the following
Lemma 21. There exist unique positive numbers a4 , b4 such that
e&t3r<a4<b4<e&t3R (146)
.M(0, t3 , (a4 , yM))xM=e
&(t4&t3)R, for yM # [&R, R] (147)
.M(0, t3 , (b4 , yM))xM=&e
&(t4&t3)R, for yM # [&R, R] (148)
a function .M(0, t3 , (xM , 0))xM is strictly decreasing on [a4 , b4] (149)
Proof of Lemma 21. Let g(x) equals to the xM -coordinate function of
.M(0, t3 , (xM , yM)), (see also Fig. 5).
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FIG. 5. Angle ?.
We have
g( |x| )=et3 |x|, for |x|e&t3r - 2 (150)
g( |x| )=&et3|x|, for |x|e&t3R (151)
It follows from (118) that
et3r>et1r>(1+t1) r>\1+R&rr + r=R
Let us denote by gm=max[g(x), x0], and xm=sup[x0, g(x)= gm].
From (150) it follows that
gm- 2 r+=, xm- 2 r+= (152)
From (119) it follows that
[&e&(t4&t3)R, e&(t4&t3)R]/[&R, - 2 r]/[ g(e&t3R), g(xm)] (153)
To finish the proof of (146)(149) it is enough to show that g is strictly
decreasing on [xm , e&t3R].
Observe that function g1(s)=cos(h(s)) s has the following properties
g1(s)=s, for s- 2 r+= (154)
g1(s)=&\ 2(s&- 2 r&=)(R&=)&(- 2 r+=)&1+ s, for - 2 r+=sR&= (155)
g1(s)=&s, for sR&= (156)
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The function g1 has a global maximum for some point sm # (- 2 r+=,
R&=) and for s>sm g1(s) is strictly decreasing. Since g(x)= g1(et3x), the
function g itself will have the same properties, i.e. it will be strictly decreasing
for x>xm . K
Obviously we have
[a4 , b4]_[&R, R]/Z+1(t3) (157)
([a4 , b4]_[&R, R]) & Z0(t3)=< (158)
We have also
Wt3=[&R, R]
2, W &t3 =[&R, R]_[&R, R]
Ut3=[&r, r]
2, U &t3 =[&r, r]_[&r, r]
4. Collapse. For t3tt4 we define .M by the same equation as in
point 2 of the construction. We assume that L>2 - R(t4&t3). The
segments U, W are given by
Wt=[&R, R]2, W &t =[&R, R]_[&R, R]
Ut=[&r, r]2, U &t =[&r, r]_[&r, r]
It is easy to see that after this stage
v all points p # W0 such that |xM(.M(0, t3 , p))|>e&(t4&t3)R will
leave W.
v either the image of a point from W0 after t4 lies on the line yM=0
or this point leaves W before time t4
From this it follows immediately that there exists a continuous strictly
decreasing function f1 : [a4 , b4]  R such that
Z0(t4)=[&e&t4r, et4r]_[&R, R] (159)
.M(0, t4 , (xM , yM))=(et4xM , 0), for (xM , yM) # Z0(t4) (160)
Z+1(t4)=[a4 , b4]_[&R, R] (161)
.M(0, t4 , (xM , yM))=( f1(xM), 0), for (xM , yM) # Z1(t4) (162)
f1(a4)=R, f1(b4)=&R (163)
5. Increasing of the small segment U. .M is defined by the same
equation as in point 1, but this time we let the segment U to increase.
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We set for t # [t4 , T]
Wt=[&R, R]2, W &t =[&R, R]_[&R, R]
Ut=[&s(t), s(t)]2, U &t =[&s(t), s(t)]_[&s(t), s(t)]
It is easy to see that there exist 0<c<a<b
0<c=e&TR<e&t4r, a4<a<b<b4 (164)
such that
Z0(T)=[&c, c]_[&R, R] (165)
.M(0, T, (xM , yM))=(eTxM , 0), for (xM , yM) # Z0(T) (166)
Z+1(T)=[a, b]_[&R, R] (167)
.M(0, T, (xM , yM))=(eT&t4 f1(xM), 0), for (xM , yM) # Z+1(T ) (168)
.M(0, T, (a, yM))=(R, 0), .M(0, T, (b, yM))=(&R, 0) (169)
To finish the construction we define f : [&b, &a] _ [&c, c] _ [a, b] 
[&R, R] by
f (x)={e
Tx,
eT&t4 f1(x),
for x # [&c, c]
otherwise
(170)
At this moment we obtained the semiprocess .M for which the map
.M(0, T ) has the desired properties, but we do it in a different coordinate
system (t, xM , yM). Observe that in those coordinates a pair (U, U&)M
(constructed here using (xM , yM) coordinates) coincides with a pair
(U, U&) defined in section 5., but this is not the case for (W, W&)M .
Observe that for every t a pair (Wt , W &t ) can be obtained from
(Wt , W &t )M by a rotation. The rotation angle is given by a T-periodic
function %(t)
%(t)=&
}
2
t, for t # [0, t2]
%(t)=&
}
2
t+
?(t&t2)
t3&t2
, for t # [0, t2]
%(t)=&
}
2
t+?, for t # [T&t3 , T]
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Hence our coordinate change from (t, x, y) to (t, xM , yM) shall be an
identity on U and a rotation on W. From this it follows easily that all con-
ditions from the definition of an isolating periodic segment, but (vi), are
valid for .M, (W, W&) and (U, U&) disregarding the exact form of the
coordinate change function. Condition (vi) will be verified during the proof
of the uniform Condition (vi) for H* , where
H*=0([(.M, 0), (., *T )], T ).
We recall first, that according to the definition of 0 presented in the
Subsection 2.2 this homotopy works in the extended phase space as
follows: starting at time _=0 we move forward according to .M up to time
*T. At time *T we start moving according to . up to time T and this is
repeated periodically. Observe that H0=., H1=.M and H* is a semi-
process for every *. Similarly as for .M it is easy to observe that all
conditions of the definition of the periodic isolating segment, but (vi) are
valid for H* and (W, W&) and (U, U &), independent of the exact form of
the coordinate change.
Hence it remains to specify the coordinate change and to prove that con-
dition (vi) holds uniformly for H* , (W, W&) and (U, U &).
We summarize properties of this coordinate change function in the
following
Lemma 22. There exists a homeomorphism A : R3  R3, A(t, x, y)=
(t, At(x, y)) such that
1. At+T=At
2. A0=Id
3. circles x2+ y2=const are invariant under At
4. At is a rotation by angle %(t) on the set [(xM , yM) | |xM |R or
| yM |R]
4’. A&t is a rotation by angle &%(t) for (x, y) such that (t, x, y)
 int W
5. for any $>0 A is an identity map in some open neighborhood of
U & ([$, T&$]+kT )_R2, where k # Z
6. there exists : such that for any t # [&:, :] if R|x|s(t) and
| y|s(t) then absolute values of the x-coordinate of At(x, y) and A&1t (x, y)
is greater than s(t)
We prove this lemma after completing the proof of Theorem 20.
Observe that in rotating coordinates (xr , yr) (we have to compose
the coordinate change At and the rotation (52)) the model semiprocess
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.M is described by the following T-periodic system of equations for
(t, x, y)  int W
x$r=xr (171)
y$r={&yr ,&L sgn( yr) - | yr|,
t  [t1 , t2] _ [t3 , t4]
t # [t1 , t2] _ [t3 , t4]
(172)
Equation (171) and Lemma 13 show that for both semiprocesses .M and
. the function |xr | is increasing, when |xr |R. This shows that if
(_, z) # W & then |xr(H*(_, t, z))| is increasing for t0, in fact it tends to
infinity. This proves that (vi) holds uniformly for H* and the segment
(W, W&).
It remains to show that (vi) holds uniformly for H* and the segment
(U, U&). Let us observe that from Lemma 16 it follows that the function
|x(.(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t)) is strictly increasing in some neighborhood of
U&.
Also the function ( |xM(.M(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t)) is strictly increasing
in some neighborhood of U&. This fact can be proved as follows. Observe
that from the construction of .M we have x$M=1 (see Proof of Theorem 20).
From (68), (69), (99) and Lemma 19 it follows that |s$|=|<r=0.5946 for
t # [&t1 , t1]+kT, k # Z and s$=0 otherwise.
Form the point 5 in Lemma 22 it follows that for any $>0 there exists a
neighborhood of U& & ([$, T&$]_R2) such that |xM |&s(t)=|x|&s(t).
From this observation it follows easily that (vi) holds uniformly for H* and U&
(([$, T&$]+kT)_R2), where k # Z, with ’=’($) being a number such that
At=Id, on Ut+[&’($), ’($)]2 (173)
It remains to show that (vi) holds uniformly when for U & ([&$, $]_R2),
for some small $>0.
Let us take $<:T2, where : is obtained in the point 6 of Lemma 22.
Observe that the functions |x|&s(t) and |xM |&s(t) do not coincide on
any neighborhood of U & (([&$, $]+kT)_R2), but by taking sufficiently
small $ we can assume that the following conditions are satisfied for the
semiprocess ., |t+_|$ and some #>0
d( |x(.(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t))
dt
>0,
(174)
s(_)|x0 |R+#, | y0 |R+#
d( | y(.(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t))
dt
>0,
(175)
s(_)| y0 |R+#, |x0 |R+#
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d( |xM(.M(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t))
dt
>0,
(176)
s(_)|x0 |R+#, | y0 |R+#
d( | yM(.M(_, t, x0 , y0))|&s(_+t))
dt
<0,
(177)
s(_)| y0 |R+#, |x0 |R+=
By eventually decreasing $ we can also assume that
At([&R, R]2)/[&R&#, R+#]2, for |t|$ (178)
We will need the following
Lemma 23. For every * and for every z=(_, x0 , y0) # U& such that
|_|$ and
H*(_, t, x0 , y0)  Ut+_ , for t>0, _+t$ (179)
The proof of this lemma will be given after completing the current one.
Let us denote by 8* a semidynamical system related to H* (see
Section 2.), i.e.
8*t (_, x, y)=(_+t, H*(_, t, x, y)
Form (179) it follows that
8*t (U
& & ([&$2, $2]_R2)) & U=<, for 0<t$2
and
* # [0, 1] (180)
Form the compactness and continuity arguments it follows that there
exists ’1>0 such that
\(8*$2(U
& & ([&$2, $2]_R2)), U )’1 , for * # [0, 1] (181)
From (173), (180), (181) it follows that the condition (vi) holds
uniformly for ’=min[=, ’1 , ’($2)], where = was a positive real number
used in the rotation part of the construction of .M. K
Proof of Lemma 23. Let us fix a point (_, x0 , y0) # U&, where |_|$.
Observe that for $<T2 the interval [&$, $] contains at most one
number of the form *T+kT, where k # Z.
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We have the following cases
(i) no switch _0, $*T. H*(_, t, x0 , y0)=.M(_, t, x0 , y0) for
t+_$
(ii) no switch. _>*T, H*(_, t, x0 , y0)=.(_, t, x0 , y0), for t+_$
(iii) one switch _0, $>*T. We move (_, x0 , y0) according to .M
up to time t+_=*T and then we make a switch to .
(iv) on switch _<0, $<*T, &T+*T<&$. First, we move accor-
ding to . and at time t+_=0 we switch to .M
(v) two switches _<0, _< &T+*T. First, we move according to
.M, then when t+_=&T+*T we switch to . and at time _+t=0 we
switch back to .M
(vi) two switches _<0, $>*T. First, we move according to ., then
when t+_=0 we switch to .M and at time _+t=*T we switch back to .
We will deal with each case as follows:
(i) From Eq. (176) it follows that H*(_, t, x0 , y0)  U_+t as long as
xM(H*(_, t, x0 , y0))R. If (_, x0 , y0) leaves W for t$&_ then it never
return to W, as it was observed before.
(ii) From Eq. (174) it follows that H*(_, t, x0 , y0)  U_+t as long as
x(H*(_, t, x0 , y0))R. If (_, x0 , y0) leaves W for t$&_ then it never
return to W, as it was observed before.
(iii) By reasoning like in case (i) we can assume that
H*(_, t, x0 , y0))=.M(_, t, x0 , y0)) # Wt+_"Ut+_ ,
for 0<t*T&_ (182)
So we obtain easily from Eq. (176)(177)
R|xM(H*(_, *T&_, x0 , y0))|>s(*T ) (183)
_| yM(H*(_, *T&_, x0 , y0))|<s(*T ) (184)
From the above conditions, point 6 of Lemma 22 and (178) we obtain
R|x(H*(_, *T&_, x, y))|>s(*T ) (185)
_| y(H*(_, *T&_, x, y))|R+# (186)
Now from (174) it follows that |x|&s(_+t) is increasing for t such that
t+_>*T as long as we stay in W, hence we obtain (179).
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(iv), (vi) By reasoning like in case (i) we can assume that up to the
moment of the switch t+_0 Eq. (179) holds. For t=&_ we have
H*(_, t, x0 , y0))=.M(_, t, x0 , y0))  U0=W0 (187)
Hence (t, x0 , y0) must leave W before the time of the first switch, which as
it was observed in the case (i) gives us (179).
(v) By reasoning like in case (iii) we can assume that up to the time
of the second switch (i.e. _+t0) (179) holds. Hence for t=&_ we have
H*(_, &_, x0 , y0)  U0=W0 (188)
But from the considerations concerning segment (W, W&) it follows that
trajectory this never enter W, hence also U, again. This proves (179). K
Proof of Lemma 22. The inequality
s(t)<R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2))<R, for t # (0, 2] (189)
was shown during the Proof of lemma 18 (see Eq. (93)).
Observe that for our choice of R, }, | (see Lemma 19) there exists :>0
such that the following inequality holds for 0<t<:
R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2))>
s(t)(1+sin(}t2))
cos(}t2)
(190)
This can be shown easily by observing that l.h.s. equals to r.h.s for t=0.
Observe that derivatives at t=0 of left and right sides of inequality (190)
are &}t2 and &|+}R2 respectively.
It is easy to check that
&
}R
2
>&|+
}R
2
(191)
Hence (190) holds for t sufficiently small.
Let p(t) be a T-periodic continuous function such that
s(t)<p(t)<R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2))<R, for t # (0, 2] (192)
p(t)>
s(t)(1+sin(}t2))
cos(}t2)
, when 0<t: (193)
p(t)>- 2 r>s(t), for t # [2, T&2] (194)
p(0)=R (195)
p(t)= p(T&t) (196)
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Let h be a function with the following properties
h(t, (x, y))0 (197)
h(t, (x, y))=0 for (x, y) # [&p(t), p(t)]2 (198)
h(t, (x, y))=1 if max( |x|, | y)R(cos(}t2)&sin(}t2),
(199)
0<t2
h(t, (x, y))=h(T&t, (x, y)),
(200)
h(t, (x, y))=h(t, (&x, &y))
h(t+T, (x, y))=h(t, (x, y)) (201)
Obviously h must be discontinuous for t=kT for k # Z. We assume that it
is smooth at every other point.
The maps A are given as the {=1 shift along the trajectory of the following
system of differential equations
dx
d{
=&%(t) h(t, x, y) y
dy
d{
=%(t) h(t, x, y) x (202)
dt
d{
=0
It is easy to see that A(t, x, y)=(t, At(x, y)). Observe that for small t, At
is close to identity. We can set A0=Id to obtain a continuous function
defined for any t.
Observe that At is a homeomorphism, with A&1t given as time {=&1
map. Assertions 15 follow easily from the construction of A. It remains to
show that assertion 6 holds. We show it for x>0 and At . The proof for
other cases is analogous.
Let us take 0<t:. Let C(x, y) be a circle passing through the point
(x, y). Let us take x0R. Every point from this circle is rotated clockwise
by At around the origin by an angle less than }t2. Hence we have
At([(x, y) # C(x0 , s(t)) & [s(t), R]_[&s(t), s(t)]])
/[(x, y) | xx0 cos(}t2)&s(t) sin(}t2)]
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For x0(s(t)(1+sin(}t2)))cos(}t2) we have
At([(x, y) # C(x0 , s(t)) & [s(t), R]_[&s(t), s(t)]])/[(x, y) | xs(t)]
(203)
From (193) and definition of At it follows that
At(x, y)=(x, y), 0<t:, max[ |x|, | y|]
s(t)(1+sin(}t2))
cos(}t2)
(204)
Consider a point (x0 , y0) # [s(t), R]_[&s(t), s(t)]. Suppose that
assertion 6 is not true for this point. Let x1 be such that
(x1 , &s(t)) # C(x0 , y0) (205)
Since At is a shift along the trajectory, which leaves C(x0 , y0) invariant we
have
x(At(x1 , &s(t)))<x(At(x0 , y0))s(t) (206)
then from (203) it follows that
x1<
s(t)(1+sin(}t2))
cos(}t2)
(207)
Hence we have
At(x1 , &s(t)){(x1 , &s(t)) (208)
This is in contradiction with Eq. (204). K
Lemma 24. Let .M be as in Theorem 20.
Then for every (:0 , :1 , ..., :n&1) # [&1, 0, 1]n the fixed point index
ind(.M(0, nT ) , (int W0):) is nontrivial.
Proof. The proof is based on the results about TS-maps presented in
[Z2] (Sections 1 and 2), (see also [GZ]).
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To apply directly results from [Z2] we need to introduce new notations.
Nl=Jl _[&R, R] for l=&1, 0, 1
E&1=(&, &b)_[&R, R], E0=(&a, &c)_[&R, R],
E1=(c, a)_[&R, R], E2=(b, )
E $l=El for l=&1, ..., 2
hl : [0, 1]_E $l  E $l , hl (t, x)=x for l=&1, ..., 2
E $=E&1 _ } } } _ E2
N=N&1 _ N0 _ N1
For a rectangle P=[x, y]_[w, z] following [Z2] we define
L(P)=[x]_[w, z]
R(P)=[ y]_[w, z].
So L(P), R(P) are respectively left and right vertical edges of P.
To simplify the notation we set
M=.M(0, T )
It is easy to see that from the assumptions about .M(0, T) it follows that
M(N)/R_[0]/E $ _ N (209)
M(L(Nj))/E2 , M(R(Nj))/E&1 , for j=&1, 1 (210)
M(L(N0))/E&1 , M(R(N0))/E2 (211)
Hence according to [Z2] (Definition 1) M is a TS-map (relatively to the
sets N, E, E $) and its transition matrix A(M) is full, i.e A(M ) lj=1 for
l, j=&1, 0, 1.
The assertion of lemma follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 1
in [Z2], where the required fixed point indices were calculated. K
Proof of Theorem 8. Let . denote the local semiprocess generated by
Eq. (12). We start with the observation that after suitable modifications
outside some large ball we can assume that the semiprocesses . is globally
defined.
In order to apply Theorem 10 let us consider the following homotopy
between . and the model semiprocess .M
H*=0([(.M, 0), (., *T )], T ).
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Obviously H0=. and H1=.M.
Now Theorems 10 and 20 and Lemma 24 imply that all fixed point
indices for periodic points with prescribed periodic sequence of symbols are
nontrivial. Hence g3(IW) contains all periodic sequences from 73 . But the
set of all periodic sequences is dense in 73 , so g3(IW)=g3(Iw)=73 . K
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